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SMOOTH DYNAMICS ON WEIERSTRASS
NOWHERE DIFFERENTIABLE CURVES

BRIAN R. HUNT AND JAMES A. YORKE

Abstract. We consider a family of smooth maps on an infinite cylinder which

have invariant curves that are nowhere smooth. Most points on such a curve

are buried deep within its spiked structure, and the outermost exposed points

of the curve constitute an invariant subset which we call the "facade" of the

curve. We find that for surprisingly many of the maps in the family, all points

in the facades of their invariant curves are eventually periodic.

1. Introduction

In the study of chaotic attractors of dynamical systems, one mechanism by

which these attractors have been observed to be destroyed as system parameters

vary is the boundary crisis [3, 4]. In a boundary crisis, the attractor collides with

an unstable periodic orbit on the boundary of its basin of attraction (the set of

initial conditions whose trajectories approach the attractor as time increases)

as some parameter reaches a critical value. The basin boundary is, like the

attractor, invariant under the dynamical system, and is fractal in many cases

[1,2, 5-7, 9, 11-16]. That a collision between these invariant sets should tend

to involve periodic orbits [2-6, 12] may reflect a tendency toward periodicity

among the most exposed points of these sets. In this paper we find such a

tendency for a family of two-dimensional maps which have basin boundaries

that are fractal curves. A similar phenomenon is observed for the Hénon map

in [2].

In [6], the map

0„+i =2en     (m°dl),

(where 6 lies in [0, 1) and z is real) is found, for appropriate values of a and

ß , to have a chaotic attractor whose basin of attraction has a fractal boundary.

As a is increased past a critical value, an unstable fixed point on the attractor
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142 B. R. HUNT AND J. A. Y0RKE

collides with an unstable fixed point on the basin boundary and the attractor is

destroyed. In this paper we study the family of maps

(1.1a) 0„+i = 20„     (modi),

(Lib) zn+x=p(zn-f(6n)),

where 1 < p < 2 and / is C1 and periodic (with period one). When / is a

multiple of cos27T0 , (1.1) can be thought of as a linearization of the previous

map for values of z near the basin boundary; this map has also been studied

in [6, 11]. It will later be shown that all initial conditions (8Q, z0) except those

on the curve

oo

(1.2) z = ¿2p-"f(2ne)
R=0

have unbounded trajectories; this curve is invariant under (1.1) and forms the

boundary between those initial conditions whose trajectories have zn —y +oo

as n —> oo and those for which zn —y -oo as « -» oo. While this curve is

continuous, it does not in general retain any smoothness that f might have, as

is indicated by the formal expansion for dz/dd,

oo    / *\\n

R=0   V,U/

which in general diverges since p < 2. In fact, such curves generally have

dimension greater than one [10]. The case fid) = cos27r0 is of particular

historical interest, since then (1.2) is the equation of the Weierstrass nowhere

differentiable curve (see, for example, [8]).

Let g be a continuous function. We say that a point (<p, g(<p)) is a "point

on the facade" of the curve z = g(6) if there exists a C1 function h defined

in a neighborhood of q> which is equal to g at (p and whose graph does not

cross that of g (that is, either h > g on the entire domain of h, or h < g

throughout the domain). We refer to such a function h as a "probe" for g at

q>. , We call the set of points at which g has a probe from above the "upper

facade" of the graph of g, and define the "lower facade" analogously.

In §2, we derive (1.2), and discuss the dynamics of (1.1) on this curve. We

then examine the facade of this curve in the special case f(6) = cos27iö . Next

we obtain some results concerning the invariance of the facade under (1.1), and

use them to show that most nonperiodic points on the invariant curve can never

be on the facade unless the curve is C , which we in turn show is only the case

for a relatively small set of functions /. In §3 we show that any point on the

facade which is not eventually periodic can be removed from the facade by an

arbitrarily small C1 perturbation of /, whereas for any given periodic orbit

there is an open (in the C1 topology) set of / for which the facade consists of

that periodic orbit together with its stable manifold.
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2. Preliminaries

We now describe the compact invariant sets of (1.1). Let us think of 8 as a

parameter of a circle T with unit circumference. Since / is then a continuous

function on the compact set T, it must be bounded; say |/(0)| < M for all

8 eT. Letting zt = pM/(p - 1) we rewrite (1.1b) as

zn+x-z,=p(zn-f(8n))-pM/(p-l)

= p(zn - zj + p(M - f(8n)) > p(zn - zj .

Thus if zk > zt for some k > 0, then zn —> oo as n -* oo. Let A+ be

the set of (8, z) with z > zt and B+ be the set of initial conditions for

which zn —y oo as n -* oo ; then A+ c B+. Furthermore, B+ is open, for

if (80, zQ) e B+ , its trajectory must eventually enter A+, which is open, and

therefore initial conditions in a neighborhood of (80, z0) have their trajectories

enter A+ at the same time, so as with all trajectories that enter A+ they have

zn -» oo as n ->• oo. Similarly, the set B~ of initial conditions for which

zn —> -oo as n -> oo is open and contains the set AT of (8, z) with z < -z,.

Then any vertical line 0 = constant must intersect both B+ and B~ , but such

a line must also contain at least one point that lies in neither set, since both sets

are open.

Now observe that in (1.1), the dynamics of 8 are independent of z , while

for a given 8 value, z is transformed by a linear map with slope p. In other

words, any two trajectories with the same initial 0O have the same 0-coordinate

for all n , while their z-coordinates grow apart geometrically. Thus in fact only

one point on any given vertical line lies outside both B+ and B~ ; for a given 8

let g(8) be the z-coordinate of that point. The graph G of z = g(8) consists

of all initial conditions whose trajectories remain bounded for all n , and hence

must be invariant under (1.1). Furthermore, any compact invariant set must be

a subset of G.

The observation that vertical lines are mapped linearly to vertical lines,

stretched by a factor of p, also leads to a derivation of the formula for g(8)

contained in ( 1.2). Since points are repelled by G under our map, they must be

attracted to it under the inverse process. Though the inverse of ( 1.1 ) is double-

valued, given a trajectory 80, 8X, ... of (1.1a) ending up at some 8N, and a

value of zN, we can iterate (Lib) backwards N times to obtain

¡v-i

Z0 = ti~NzN+T,ti~"f(en)-
R=0

To find g(8) for a given 8, we let 8Q = 8 ; then 8n = 2n8 for all n > 0.

(Multiplication of elements of T by integers is of course done modulo one.)

Letting N —y oc while keeping our choice for zN constant, we end up with the
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formula
oo

(2.1) £(0) = 5>-7(2"0).
R=0

Now consider for a moment the dynamics of (1.1) on the invariant set G in

light of the fact that G is the graph of a function of 0 . The point (tp, g(tp)) e G
must be mapped to a point in G with 0-coordinate 2q> ; the only such point

is (2tp, g(2(p)). Thus given the 1-1 correspondence (8, g(8)) &■ 8 between G

and T, the dynamics of ( 1.1 ) on G are equivalent to the dynamics of ( 1.1 a) on

T. This correspondence allows us to characterize the periodic and eventually

periodic points in G. A periodic point must have 2m0 = 0 for some positive

integer m, whence (2m - 1)0 = 0, and 0 must be a rational number with

denominator dividing 2m - 1 ; in particular the denominator must be odd. On

the other hand, for any odd positive integer q, the map 0 h+ 20 is 1-1 from

the set {p/q\0 < p < q - 1} to itself, and thus each point in this set is periodic.

Therefore, the periodic points of G are precisely those whose 0-coordinates

are rational numbers with odd denominator. The eventually periodic points

are those which are mapped to periodic points in finite time, that is, those for

which 2m 8 is periodic for some positive integer m. The set of such points is

then simply the set of all rational numbers in [0,1). It is therefore our aim

to show that for most functions f e CX(T) the facade of G consists only of

points whose 0-coordinates are rational.

Next let us investigate the facade of G in the special case f(8) = cos 2^0.

First consider the upper facade. One point that must be on it is the point at

which g takes on its maximum, which in this case is the fixed point 0 = 0,

since cos(27r2"0) takes on its maximum there for all n. As we will now see,

from just this one point we can generate an infinite set of points in the upper

facade. Because of the invariance of G (or directly from (2.1)),

(2.2) g(28) = p(g(8)-f(8)).

It follows that if a point is on the upper facade of G, so are both of its preim-

ages. (If h is a probe for g at <p, then p~ h(28) + f(8), defined in an

appropriate neighborhood of one of the preimages of <p , is a probe for g at

that preimage.) Thus by induction all possible backward iterates of (0, g(0))

are on the upper facade of G, that is, all (0, g(8)) for which 0 is a diadic

rational (0 = k/2m for nonnegative integers k and m, k < 2m). In fact,

these are the only points in the facade, as we will now prove.

2.1. Proposition. If f is sufficiently close to cos2^0 in C (T), then the upper

facade of G is the set D of (8, g(8)) with 8 a diadic rational.

Proof. It suffices to show that all points not in D are not on the upper facade.

Then the maximum of g will have to occur at a point of D ; this point must be

on the upper facade. As we have mentioned, (2.2) implies that the preimages

of a point on the upper facade are also in the upper facade, and similarly the

reverse is true: the image under (1.1) of a point on the upper facade is also on
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the upper facade. Since all points in D are eventually mapped to (0, g(0)),

it will follow that the upper facade contains (0, g(0)), and thus as above all

points in D will be on the upper facade.

Let us define the asymmetric difference quotient

where \8 - <p\ means distance along the circle T, e.g., |.9 - .1| = .2. If <p e T

is not a diadic rational, then for all integers m > 0 there is an integer k with

0 < k < 2m such that k/2m < <p < (k + l)/2m . We will show that there exists

a positive constant C independent of m and <p for which

(2.3) max(Ag(yñ,<p\ , Ag (-±r , <pj) >c(~

Then if h were a probe for g at (p , (2.3) would hold with g replaced by h ,

and since C(2/p)m -* oo as m-»oo, this would contradict the requirement

that h be differentiable at tp . Thus (2.3) implies that any (tp, g(<p)) not in D

is not in the facade.

We wish to prove (2.3) for all <p e (k/2m, (k + l)/2m). We first establish

it when tp is the midpoint of the interval, then by induction extend it to all

diadic rationals in the interval, and finally by continuity extend it to the whole

interval. Now if f(8) is within s of cos27t0 in C (T), then

/.    (k    2k + l\    .    (k+l    2k + 1
max   A#   -^ , —-7-    , Ag

1 /\    / k    2k+l\ (k + l   2k +
>^\^S\^,—^r)+Ag2 \      \2m '   9m+1   / \   2m   '   7W+1

^(g(")+g(k-^)-2g^+l
2m I        V   2m   I \ 7m+1

-2"j>- (f(r^) +/(2"í±i) -2/(2"|±i))

> 2- ¿ „- (cos *»* + cos ?*í*±í> _ 2 cos ™¿a±±> _ 2   > )
— /  1 r-       1 2 jm-n jm—n+X -y-m—n+X   I

~mA   n-m (      2nk           2n(k + I)     .       2n(2k + l)\       A/2\"
X>       (cos^ + cos —-2«-—3-j-.g(;j

.   /2\mf.   „/     nj       2tt     _        2;r \       (2/p)m
>y   £>   j^cosO+ cosF-2cos?Trj-eT-^

R=0

2    \ / V^       R   /, ^ 27T    \ , Rl+1 2^
cos ——¡-   + 1 - p      cos

P>)    \-n      V 2"+17 2m+1     2-/i

>

Y(£ßn(i-i2-p)

'       \r=0        V

■y \ m   / m

¿) í3-/í+x;/(/í-i)+i-/ím+l i

(continues)
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(continued)

m m+X m+X
p+p -P-P 2-M

•2(2-/1)-
p)    \ 2-p

Thus, if e < (2 - p)2 then (2.3) holds for <p = (2k + l)/2m+1 with

C = 2(2 -//) - =-?— e>0.

Next we employ the following transitivity property for asymmetric difference

quotients. For any 0 , tp , y/ e T,

Ao(fí   ,    g(g)-g(y) + g(y)-g(y)

A^(ö ' ^ =-fcT^-
= |0 - y|Ag(0 ,y/) + \ip- <p\Ag(ip, cp)

\8-<p\

> |0 - y|Ag(0, y) + \ip - <p\Ag(ip, <p)
|0- v\ + \v-<p\

>min(Ag(0, y/),Ag(ip, tp)),

provided the latter two difference quotients are positive. Now let <p be midway

between k/2m and (2k + l)/2m+1. By our previous estimate (with k replaced

ny 2k and m by m + 1 ),

max(A^(A,^,A^2|+îi,^>cg)       >c(|

If the former difference quotient is larger, (2.3) follows immediately; if the latter

is larger, then, by our transitivity property,

k      \ ^        (*    ( k    2fc+l\     .    (2k + l
-ñ,<p) > min (A* (^ > -^¡tt J , Ag (^^p

2- '   2m+i ;> c ^

and

a    ffc+l       i^        /'a    /^+1    2fc+l\     .    {2k+ 1
Ag    -^¡- y<P) > mm   A*   -^¡- > ̂ ir    , Ag   -—r , <p

> min ( A# ( ^ , —^ ) , C

2W    '    tW+1    /  '     °  \   jm+X

.      .   /.    /fc+1    2fc + l\        /2

in each case provided that the difference quotient on the right is positive. But

by our previous estimate, at least one of the two right-hand difference quotients

must exceed C(2/p)m , and thus (2.3) holds for the new value of <p . Similarly,

(2.3) holds for <p midway between (2k + l)/2m+1 and (k + l)/2m; applied

inductively, this argument extends (2.3) to all diadic rationals between k/2m

and (k + l)/2m. Since the expression on the left of (2.3) is continuous for

(p e (k/2m, (k + l)/2m), the inequality must then hold for all such <p , and the

proof is complete.   D
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The lower facade of G is not found as easily. We first claim that g is

minimized at both points in the period two orbit {1/3,2/3}. At these values

of 0 , 008(2712" 0) = -1/2 for all n , so for any 0 ,

gid) -g(\)= g(0) - 8 Q) = XX" (cos(2^2"0) + i) .

To show that this sum is nonnegative, we show that any negative term is suc-

ceeded by a positive term with greater absolute value. In other words, we show

that if cos 2^0 +1/2 is negative,

p~Xicos4nd + \) > -(cos 27:0 + £).

Now if cos 2^0 +1/2 is negative, 1/3 < 0 < 2/3 ; we assume 1/3 < 0 < 1/2,

the other case being covered by symmetry. At 0 = 1/3, the above quantities are

equal, so the inequality will follow from the corresponding inequality between

the derivatives of each side, which is -2p~x sin47r0 > sin2;r0, or equivalently

2p~x sin47t(l/2 - 0) > sin27t(l/2 - 0). Since 2p~x > 1, this is indeed true

for 0 < 1/2 - 0 < 1/6, that is for 1/3 < 0 < 1/2. Therefore g is minimized

at 1/3 and 2/3 as claimed. As above, it follows that all backward iterates of

these points are on the lower facade of G, the backward iterates being those

(8, g(8)) for which 0 = k/(3-2m) for nonnegative integers k and m with k

not a multiple of 3 and k < 3 • 2m . And at least for some values of p (e.g.,

p < 1.5 ), it can be shown that these are the only points on the lower facade,

and that this property persists for / sufficiently close to cos 27t 0 in CX(T).

Returning to the case of general / e CX(T), let us start writing X for p~ ;

then 1/2 < X < 1. Also, let us think of (2.1) as defining a linear operator

W from C (T) to C(T), writing Wf instead of g from now on. In this

notation, (2.1) becomes

oo

(2.4) rVf(8) = ^2Xnf(2n8),
R=0

and the analogue of (2.2) is

(2.5) XWf(28) = Wf(8)-f(8).

Finally, we define the facade of the function Wf to be the set of 0 e T for

which (0, Wf(8)) is on the facade of its graph.

Now as in the cosine example, (2.5) implies that a point q> is on the upper

facade of Wf if and only if 2<p is, for (2.5) describes a local diffeomorphism

which maps the graph of Wf near q> to its graph near 2<p , and under which a

probe at one point is transformed into a probe at the other point. (The same is

of course true for the lower facade; all future results, though only stated for the

upper facade, will apply to the lower facade, too). The following proposition

extends the above observations.
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2.2. Proposition. Given feCx(T) and a point <p on the upper facade of W f,

the following points are also on the upper facade: all backward and forward

iterates of tp, and all limit points of the forward trajectory starting at tp .

Proof. Since the upper facade is closed under (1.1) and its (double-valued) in-

verse, all backward and forward iterates of tp are on the upper facade. Let h0(8)

be a probe for Wf at tp , and define probes hx,h2,h3, ... at 2tp, 4<p, &<p, ...

by

(2.6) hn+x(28) = X-X(hn(8)-f(8)),        \e-2n<p\<\,

for n > 0. Notice that the domains of these probes will double in size at each

step until for some n the radius of the neighborhood of 2ntp on which hn is

defined exceeds 1/4; then all future hn will be defined on an open neighbor-

hood of 2ntp with radius 1/2, that is all but one point of T. We wish to show

that the sequences {hn} and {h'n} are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous.

Then for any limit point y/ = lim^^ 2"k tp of the forward trajectory of tp , the

probes {hn } will eventually be defined on a common neighborhood of y/, so

by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem some subsequence of {hn } will converge to a C

function h defined near y/. It is not hard to show that such an h must be a

probe for Wf at y/ .

We first show that the sequence {h'n} is uniformly bounded; this implies

not only that {hn} is equicontinuous, but also, since hn(2"tp) = Wf(2"tp) for

all n and Wf is bounded, that {hn} is uniformly bounded. Let M be the

maximum value of \f'\ on T, and for all n let Mn be the maximum value

of \h'n\. Differentiating (2.6) and dividing by 2 yields

(2.7) h'n+x(28) = (2X)-X(h'n(8)-f'(8)),

and thus

Mn+x<(2X)~X(Mn + M).

Since 2X > 1, the above inequality insures that {Mn} remains bounded as

n —y oo ; specifically we have

,r.    «, M
(2.8) limsupAf„<-—-.

R—»oo ^A — 1

We now need only show that {h'n} is equicontinuous. Choose e > 0. Since

/' and h'Q are continuous on a compact set, there exists a ô > 0 such that

\f'(8) - f'(y/)\ < (2X - l)e and \h'0(8) - h'0(y/)\ < e whenever |0 - y/\ < S.

Suppose now that for some n > 0, \h'n(8) - h'n(y/)\ < e whenever |0 - y/\ < ô .

Then by (2.7), if |20 - 2y\ < ô (and |0 - y/\ < 6/2), then

\h'n+l(28) - h'n+x(2yj)\ < (2X)~X(\h'n(8) - h'n(ip)\ + \f'(8) - f'(yv)\)

< (2X)~X(e + (2X - l)e) = e.

Therefore, by induction {h'n} is equicontinuous, and the proof is complete.   □
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Though the preceding proposition may seem geared toward showing the fa-

cade has many points, it will also be helpful in excluding certain points. For

example, since 0 y-y 20 (mod 1) is ergodic, almost every initial point in T has

a dense trajectory. Consider the consequences of having such a point in the

facade of Wf. Since every point in T will be a limit point for its trajectory,

Proposition 2.2 implies that every point must be in the facade, which means

Wf is smoother than we would normally expect. In fact, we will be able to

prove that Wf must be C1 in this situation, with the help of the following

lemma.

2.3. Lemma. Let tp be a point on the upper facade of Wf, and let M be the

maximum value of \f'\ on T. Then if yi is either a limit point of the forward

trajectory of tp or a member 2ntp of this trajectory for n sufficiently large, then

(2.9) Wf(8)-Wf(y/)<^±±\8-y/\   V0eT.

Proof. Let hQ(8) be a probe for Wf at tp, and define hn(6) and Mn for

n > 0 as in the previous proof. Let L = (M + 1)/(2a - 1). By (2.8), Mn<L

for n sufficiently large; then for all 0 in the domain of hn ,

Wf(8) - Wf(2ntp) = Wf(8) - hn(2ncp) < hn(8) - hn(2n<p) < L\8 - 2ntp\.

Since Wf is continuous and the domain of hn extends to all but one point of

T for n sufficiently large, the above inequality holds for all 8 e T when n is

sufficiently large. Then for any limit point y/ = lim^^ 2"k tp and all 0 e T,

Wf(8) - Wf(yr) = lim (Wf(8) - Wf(2"ktp))
k—yoo

< lim L\8-2"k<p\ = L\8-y/\.   D
k—»oo

2.4. Proposition. If the upper facade of Wf contains a point with a dense

trajectory, then Wf is Cx.

Proof. We note for future reference the two steps in our proof: first we show

that Wf must be Lipschitz with constant (M + 1)/(2A - 1), where M is the

maximum value of |/'|, then we show that whenever Wf is Lipschitz it must

be C . The first step follows from the preceding lemma: since all y/ e T are

limit points of the forward trajectory of tp , (2.9) holds for all 8, y/ e T, which

means that Wf is Lipschitz with the desired constant. Now suppose Wf is

Lipschitz with any constant L. Then Wf has bounded variation, and therefore

is differentiable almost everywhere. Because of the Lipschitz condition, Wf'

must lie in L°°(T) with norm at most L. To prove that it is continuous we

differentiate (2.5) and divide by 2X to get

Wf'(28) = (2X)-X(Wf'(8)-f'(8)).

Iterating N times yields

N-X

Wf'(2N8) = (2X)~NWf'(8) - ^(2a)""V(2'!0) .
R=0
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Since /is C1, the above equation implies that in any neighborhood of 2 0,

Wf' is within (2X)~NL of a continuous function. Fixing tp = 2  8 and letting

N —► oo implies that Wf ' is locally the uniform limit of continuous functions,

and therefore is continuous at tp. Since tp is arbitrary, Wf is indeed a C

function.   D

Given a subset U of T, we define S(U) to be the set of f e C (T) for

which the upper facade of Wf contains U. As we have observed, Proposi-

tion 2.2 implies that if tp has a dense trajectory, S({y>}) = S(T). Proposi-

tion 2.4 then characterizes S(T) as the set of f e CX(T) for which Wf is

C1 . The following proposition shows that S(T) is a relatively small subset of

CX(T).

2.5. Proposition. S(T) is a proper closed (linear) subspace of CX(T).

Proof. Recall that W is a linear operator from CX(T) to C(T); since CX(T)

is a subspace of C(T), its inverse image under W, S(T), is a subspace of

CX(T). To see that this subspace is proper, we observe that Proposition 2.1

implies that cos27c0 and nearby functions are not in S(T), but S(T) is not

empty because it must contain every function of the form f(8) = g(8)-Xg(28)

with g e CX(T), (for then Wf = g by (2.4)). Finally, to prove that S(T) is

closed, consider a sequence {fn} of functions in S(T) which converge to some

f e C (T). Notice from (2.4) that W is bounded as well as linear: for all

geC\T),

max\Wg(8)\<T^Jmax\g(8)\.

It follows that Wfn —y Wf in C(T) as n —y oo ; we wish to show that Wf

is Cx . Since {fn} converges in the C1 norm, there must be a uniform upper

bound M on \f'\ for all n. Since each Wfn belongs to S(T), as noted in

the proof of Proposition 2.4 each Wfn is Lipschitz with (uniform) constant

(M + 1)I(2X - 1). Being the limit of {WfJ, Wf must also be Lipschitz

with the same constant, and thus by the proof of Proposition 2.4, Wf is C .

Therefore S(T) is closed, and the proof is complete.   □

These results imply that having Wf smooth is an exceptional case; since

points in T which are eventually periodic (that is, rational) do not have dense

trajectories, they would now seem more likely than most points to be in the

facade. However, there are many irrational points in T which do not have

dense trajectories either. For example, consider the set Q of points in T whose

binary expansions do not contain two consecutive ones, which is a Cantor set

and is invariant under 0 i-> 20 (mod 1). The forward trajectory of any point

in Q confines itself to Q, and is therefore not dense. In the following section

we will show that such points are still unlikely to occur in the facade.
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3. Main results

One of the implications of Proposition 2.5 is that S(T) has no interior.

In other words, arbitrarily small C1 perturbations of any / in this set can

eliminate all points with dense trajectories from the facade. We can say the

same thing about S(Q) for any invariant Cantor set Q, or in fact for any set

Q which contains an irrational number.

3.1. Theorem. If Q c T contains any irrational number, then S(Q) has no

interior.

Proof. Let tp be an irrational member of Q ; it suffices to show that if f e

S(Q), there exist arbitrarily small perturbations of / for which tp is not on the

facade of the perturbed Wf. Let y/ be a limit point of the forward trajectory

of tp , and let M be the maximum value of \f'\ on T. Choose e > 0 ; we will

construct a C function / for which |/| and |/'| do not exceed e, but for

some 0 e T

(3.1) W(f + f)(8)-W(f + f)(yy)>M^e_+xl \8-y/\.

That is, (2.9) will not hold for W(f + f), and therefore by Lemma 2.3, tp

cannot be on the facade of W(f + f).

Now by Lemma 2.3, we can pick a positive integer N such that if n > N,

(3.2) Wf{e)-wf(2n<p)<1^±±\d-2ntp\

for all 0 e T. Since X < 1 < 2X, we may choose positive integers / and m

such that

Let S = {2"y/\0 < n < I + m}, and let ô be the smallest distance between two

distinct points of S. Choose j > N such that 0 < \2J<p - y/\ < 2~'~xö , and let

ca = 21 tp . It is vital that co ̂  yi, and here is where the fact that tp is irrational

is used. By the definition of y/, there are infinitely many j > N for which

2Jtp is within 2" ~ â of y/, but 21 tp = yi for at most one value of j, since

otherwise tp would be eventually periodic (that is, rational). Now let / be a

C   function which satisfies the following conditions:

(i) /(0)>O for all 0e T;

(ii) f(8) = 0 when |0 - 21cú\ > 2l\to - y/\ ;

(iii) f(2 of) — 2 ~ \œ - y/\e, and this is the maximum value of /;

(iv) |/(0)| <e for all 8e T.

Notice that f(2 co) is only required to be e/2 times the radius of the neigh-

borhood of 2 œ on which it is supported, thus condition (iv) can be satisfied.

Notice that the interval of support of / has length 2 +x\w - y/\ < ô, and 2lyi
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is one of its endpoints.  Since 2 y/ e S, by the definition of S there are no

points in S at which / > 0. That is, f(2n ^) = 0 for 0 < n < I + m, and thus

oo oo

*7V) = £a7(2V)= £ ¿7(2»
R=0 R=/+Rl

oo A+m

<   ^2 ¿"2    \œ - y/\e = -—j2    \co - y/\e
n=l+m

i«
/^iA *■    i ie

= (2X)—k\oo-y,\-2.

On the other hand,

oo

A r,AWf(co) = £a7(2"w) > X'f(2 œ)
R=0

= X2    \co- y/\e = (2X) \co- y/\=.

Then by (3.3),

Wfito) - Wf'y,) > (2X)! (l - ^-jj \co-y,q

4 {M + e + l\. ,e        /Af + e + lV .

Next since w = 2Jtp and j > N ,by (3.2)

^/(V)-^/(«)<^3j|ia-^|.

Therefore

W(f + f)(a>) - W(f + f)(y,) = Wf(œ) - Wf(y,) + Wf(co) - Wf(y,)
.     M+l. (M + e+l\. .

Af + e + 1.
>^r=T-iw-*'i-

We have established (3.1), which completes the proof.   D

In the following theorem, we prove that the opposite is true of S(P) when

P is a periodic orbit.

3.2. Theorem. If P is a periodic orbit, then S(P) does have an interior.

Proof. We begin with an estimate which shows that IT is a bounded lin-

ear operator from CX(T) to the Holder space Ca(T), where we define a =

- logx/ log2 . Choose f e C (T), and let M be the maximum value of |/'|.
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Pick 0, tp eT, and let m be the positive integer for which 2 m    < \8 - <p\ <

2~m . Then since the maximum distance between any two points in T is 1/2,

Wf(8)-Wf(tp)\ = £a"(/(2"0)-/(2V))
R=0

OO

< £a"|/(2"0) - /(2»| < £a"M|2"0 - 2n<p\
n=0 R=0

(w-1 oo . \

£(2a)>-?| + ]Ta"Í
r=0 n=m J

<mR}"-.12- +
V   22-1 2(1-2)

M rt(2—lj.
(2a-1)(2-2a)

< M g
- A(2a-1)(2-2a)'       n  "

Now given a periodic orbit P, let á be a third of the smallest distance

between any two points of P. Let / be any C1 function which satisfies the

following conditions:

(i) 0<f(8)< 1 for all 0eT;
(ii) f(8) = 0 when minpeP |0 - tp\ > ô ;

(iii) f(tp) = 1 for all tpeP.

We claim that / lies in the interior of S(P). Since / is maximized on the

periodic orbit P, so is Wf; we now estimate for tp e P how much Wf(tp)

exceeds nearby values. For 0 within ô of tp, let m be the positive integer

for which 2~mS < \8 - <p\ < 2x~mS. Then since S < \2m8 - 2m<p\ < 20 and

2mtpeP, f(2m8) = 0, and thus

OO

Wf(8) - Wf(tp) = £a"(/(2"0) - /(2>)) < Am(/(2m0) - f(2mtp))
R=0

= -Xm = -Xô~a(2x~mô)a < -Xô~a\8 - <p\a.

Now if / e CX(T) has norm less than X2(2X - 1)(2 - 2X)S~a , by our earlier

estimate

wm - w!w> < kl%%%° i» - fi-=o - »r ■

and therefore FT(/+/)(0)-W(/+/)(ç») < 0 when 0 is within á of ç?. Then

0> is on the facade of W(f+f), and by Proposition 2 2 so is the rest of P. We

have thus shown that the open ball of radius X2(2X - 1)(2 - 2X)â~a centered at

/ is contained in S(P), so / is in the interior of S(P) as claimed.   D
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We remark that it is possible, given additional constraints on /, to prove

that for / 6 CX(T) sufficiently small, the facade of W(f + f) consists only of

P and its preimages. The argument is much like the proof of Proposition 2.1,

except that the analogue of (2.3) can be proven by a direct estimate.
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